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Editorial
Before the start of the present conflict, there was much discussion by the laity as to the

treatment of criminals. Two schools of thought were present--the old die-hard school which
did not understand the term "mercy," and the new school which suggested that all crime was
the effective reaction of an unfortunate psychological upbringing. Maybe there is much to be
said for both viewpoints. But it must be apparent to all thinking men that, in any discussion
on penal reform, the opinion of the physician who has made a particular study of the mind
and its disorders, must be placed high in the assessment of the more rational treatment of
criminals. We are glad to be able to publish an article on "The Sociopathic Offender" by
W. NORWOOD EAST, whose experience in this particular line of medical specialization is Urge,
and we hope that it may lead the way to clearer thinking by the rest of the profession on.this
most difficult question, which so often involves the searching of our consciences.

ALMEYDA'S article on the association of Herpes Zoster and Varicella is of interest. We feel,
as does the author, that it was unfortunate that the brain and spinal cord were not
examined in the one fatal case. The occurrence of an encephalitis would have explained
the symptom of hiccough, which was so distressing. Might it not also have had some bearing
on the haematemesis? Repeated stimulation of the red nucleus in the midbrain has been
shown by CUSHING to produce peptic ulcer in the experimental dog. Might not an inflammation
of this region produce haemorrhage in a peptic ulcer patient?

We feel that we cannot close this editorial without reference to the valuable work of DR.
ERNEST FLETCHER, during the past five years as Editor of this Journal. Fortunately we are
not losing touch with him since he has agreed to place his valuable experience at our disposal
by remaining on the Executive Committee as Honorary Advisorv Editor. We wish to express
to him our appreciation of all the good work that he has given to this journal, and to acknowledge
our debt to him for past accomplishments.

RUTHIN CASTLE, NORTH WALES
A Clinic for the diagnosis and treatment of Internal Diseases (except Mental or Infectious Diseases). The

Clinic is provided with a staff of doctors, technicians and nurses.
The surroundings are beautiful. The climate is mild. There is central heating throughout. The annual

rainfall is 30.5 inches, that is, less than the average for England.
The inclusive fees are from 15 guineas a week, according to the room occupied; rooms with bathroom

are from 21 guineas. An examination and consultation fee of 15 guineas is charged on the first visit only.
SPECIAL FEES FOR INVESTIGATION ONLY-30 GUINEAS, including stay up to 10 days and report to

doctor.
For particulars apply to THE SECRETARY, Ruthin Castle, North Wales.

Telegrams: Castle, Ruthin. Telephone: Ruthin 66



Post-Graduate News
Courses of instruction in medical and surgical subjects are arranged from time to time as

the opportunity occurs, and may be attended by any medical practitioner, though a slightly
higher fee is payable by those who are not Members of the Fellowship of Medicine. Detailed
syllabuses of each course are prepared as soon as possible, and if post-graduates will notify
the Fellowship of Medicine (i, Wimpole Street, London, W.i) of the subjects in which they are
interested, their names will be entered on the appropriate mailing lists to receive copies, without
charge, when published.
CARDIOLOGY

National Heart Hospital, Westmoreland Street, W.1
Out-patients clinics every Tuesday and Wednesday at IO a.m. Tickets can be obtained

from the Fellowship of Medicine, price 25s. for IO attendances, or 2s. 6d. for single
attendances.
ANAESTHETICS

OXFORD: Department of Anaesthetics, Radcliffe Infirmary
Professor R. R. MACINTOSH, D.M., F.R.C.S., D.A.; First Assistant: FREDA B. BANNISTER,

M.A., M.D., D.A.
Tuition is available for any period from one week upwards. No special lectures or demon-

strations will be arranged, but as much teaching will be given as the ordinary hospital routine
will permit. Only a limited number of post-graduates may attend at any one time. Fee,
Members of the Fellowship of Medicine, £3 3s. od. for one week, and £2 2s. od. for each consecu-
tive week after the first; to non-Members, £3 I3s. 6d. for one week, and £2 2s. od. for each
consecutive week after the first. Occasional Intensive Revision Courses each of two weeks'
duration (fee, £Io IOS. od.) will be given during the year, and while these Courses are in progress
the above-mentioned tuition will be suspended. Applications must be made to the Fellowship
of Medicine, not to the Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford. No application sent direct to Oxford will
be dealt with there, but will be forwarded to the Fellowship of Medicine.

LONDON: Southern Hospital (Dartford) and Seamen's Hospital (Greenwich)
DR. WILLIAM MUSHIN, D.A.
Tuition given on Monday mornings, and all day Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

Limited to 2 post-graduates at a time. Fee, to Members of the Fellowship of Medicine, £' IIs. 6d.
for one week, £3 3s. od. for two weeks, £5 5s. od. for four weeks. (To non-Members the fee is
ios. 6d. more in each case.) Application for vacancies, stating period required and date of
beginning tuition, should be made to the Fellowship of Medicine and not to the Hospitals.

FELLOWSHIP OF MEDICINE AND POST-GRADUATE MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP

Only qualified medical practitioners may become Members or Associates of the Fellowship
of Medicine. The subscription rate, dating from the month of joining, and including the POST-
GRADUATE MEDICAL JOURNAL, are as follows:

MEMBERS: £I IS. od. per annum.
ASSOCIATES: I5s. per annum.

Members and Associates are entitled to pay lower fees for attendance at Courses of instruc-
tion arranged by the Fellowship of Medicine. (Associates are members of Medical Societies
affiliated to the Fellowship of Medicine-a list of these Societies may be obtained on application
to the Fellowship.)

The subscription rate to the POST-GRADUATE MEDICAL JOURNAL for practitioners resident
overseas is I2S. per annum, post free, and this rate is also payable during the war by any prac-
titioner serving with H.M. Forces, whether at home or abroad. Subscribers at this rate are
not entitled to pay the lower fees, quoted to Members and Associates, for attendance at Courses
of instruction.
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